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Folk Strings 2002-02-27 folk strings is a collection of folk melodies from around the world
arranged for strings unlike classical music which normally has an authentic version folk
music often exists in many versions with differences in the melody or lyrics sometimes
several countries lay claim to a melody because a group of people moved to a new country
and took their music with them most folk songs were sung and played for many years
before they were written down and their original composer is usually unknown this
collection includes melodies in a variety of moods and with rhythmic patterns which are
representative of their country of origin the arrangements in folk strings can be effective
with players at a variety of levels in order to provide maximum flexibility the collection is
available in a number of instrumentations
More Folk Strings for String Quartet or String Orchestra 2002-09 more folk strings is
a collection of melodies from around the world in a variety of moods and with rhythmic
patterns and harmonies that are representative of their country of origin because of the
flexible scoring used in more folk strings players at a variety of levels can make music
together and less experienced players can play the solo melody parts which use little or no
shifting and are in accessible keys some pieces in the collection are easier than others the
collection is available in a number of instrumentations for string quartet or string orchestra
for violin ensemble viola ensemble cello ensemble for two three or four violin viola or cello
players in any combination of these instruments and for solo violin solo viola and solo cello
the piano accompaniment may be used with any of the combinations in more folk strings
for string quartet or string orchestra the melody is passed around so that all members of
the ensemble can have the opportunity to play the tune score and parts are marked with
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melody and harmony to help players bring out the melody at the appropriate moment
teachers notes provide lyrics and background information on each folk song in addition to
rehearsal and performance suggestions
String Quartets for Beginning Ensembles, Vol 2 2001-04 comprised of works from volumes 1
2 and 3 of the suzuki violin school which have been arranged for string quartet by violinist
arranger joseph knaus with lower string parts providing melodic and rhythmic counterpoint
to set off the simple melodies which match the suzuki method r repertoire these quartets
are nevertheless simple enough for beginning level players ready for their first chamber
music experience string quartets for beginning ensembles are sold in sets including full
score and one part book per instrument volume 2 contents are chorus from judas
maccabaeus g f handel long long ago key of g t h bayly waltz j brahms bourr e from sonata
in f major for oboe hha iv 18 no 8 g f handel the two grenadiers die beiden grenadier op 49
no 1 r schumann theme from witches dance n paganini gavotte from mignon a thomas
gavotte j b lully minuet in g wo0 no 2 l van beethoven minuet from sei quintetti per archi no
11 op 11 no 5 l boccherini
String Quartets for Beginning Ensembles, Vol 1 2003-06 comprised of works from volumes 1
2 and 3 of the suzuki violin school which have been arranged for string quartet by violinist
arranger joseph knaus with lower string parts providing melodic and rhythmic counterpoint
to set off the simple melodies which match the suzuki method r repertoire these quartets
are nevertheless simple enough for beginning level players ready for their first chamber
music experience string quartets for beginning ensembles are sold in sets including full
score and one part book per instrument volume 1 contents are twinkle twinkle little star
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theme and variations shinichi suzuki lightly row folk song song of the wind folk song go tell
aunt rhody folk song o come little children folk song may song folk song long long ago t h
bayly allegro shinichi suzuki etude shinichi suzuki perpetual motion shinichi suzuki
allegretto shinichi suzuki andantino shinichi suzuki gavotte f j gossec
More Folk Strings for String Quartet or String Orchestra: Viola Part 2003-06-01
more folk strings is a collection of melodies from around the world in a variety of moods
and with rhythmic patterns and harmonies that are representative of their country of origin
because of the flexible scoring used in more folk strings players at a variety of levels can
make music together and less experienced players can play the solo melody parts which
use little or no shifting and are in accessible keys some pieces in the collection are easier
than others the collection is available in a number of instrumentations for string quartet or
string orchestra for violin ensemble viola ensemble cello ensemble for two three or four
violin viola or cello players in any combination of these instruments and for solo violin solo
viola and solo cello the piano accompaniment may be used with any of the combinations in
more folk strings for string quartet or string orchestra the melody is passed around so that
all members of the ensemble can have the opportunity to play the tune score and parts are
marked with melody and harmony to help players bring out the melody at the appropriate
moment teachers notes provide lyrics and background information on each folk song in
addition to rehearsal and performance suggestions
More Folk Strings for String Quartet Or String Orchestra 1925 paul paradise has
selected and edited 26 beautiful strauss waltzes specifically for string quartet or string
orchestra the pieces were chosen to provide each player with a meaningful part and have
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been assembled according to level of difficulty and edited with contemporary fingerings
and bowings contents are tales from the vienna woods op 325 waltz no 1 2 3 4 5 artist s life
op 316 waltz no 1 2 3 4 5 wine woman and song op 333 waltz no 1 2 3 4 viennese blood op
354 waltz no 1 2 3 4 coda emperor waltz op 437 waltz no 1 2 3 4
The Best of Johann Strauss, Jr. Waltzes 2019-01-08 more folk strings is a collection of
melodies from around the world in a variety of moods and with rhythmic patterns and
harmonies that are representative of their country of origin because of the flexible scoring
used in more folk strings players at a variety of levels can make music together and less
experienced players can play the solo melody parts which use little or no shifting and are in
accessible keys some pieces in the collection are easier than others the collection is
available in a number of instrumentations for string quartet or string orchestra for violin
ensemble viola ensemble cello ensemble for two three or four violin viola or cello players in
any combination of these instruments and for solo violin solo viola and solo cello the piano
accompaniment may be used with any of the combinations in more folk strings for string
quartet or string orchestra the melody is passed around so that all members of the
ensemble can have the opportunity to play the tune score and parts are marked with
melody and harmony to help players bring out the melody at the appropriate moment
teachers notes provide lyrics and background information on each folk song in addition to
rehearsal and performance suggestions
More Folk Strings for String Quartet Or String Orchestra: Bass Part, Part 2003-06
how great thou art sheet music for string quartet 1 full score c major 2 solo instruments
violin 1 violin 2 viola cello tune swedish folk melody instrumentation string quartet type of
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score full score 4 solo parts difficulty level professional arranged and produced by viktor
dick
Fantazia No.1-2, for String Quartet Or Small String Orchestra 2007 more folk strings
is a collection of melodies from around the world in a variety of moods and with rhythmic
patterns and harmonies that are representative of their country of origin because of the
flexible scoring used in more folk strings players at a variety of levels can make music
together and less experienced players can play the solo melody parts which use little or no
shifting and are in accessible keys some pieces in the collection are easier than others the
collection is available in a number of instrumentations for string quartet or string orchestra
for violin ensemble viola ensemble cello ensemble for two three or four violin viola or cello
players in any combination of these instruments and for solo violin solo viola and solo cello
the piano accompaniment may be used with any of the combinations in more folk strings
for string quartet or string orchestra the melody is passed around so that all members of
the ensemble can have the opportunity to play the tune score and parts are marked with
melody and harmony to help players bring out the melody at the appropriate moment
teachers notes provide lyrics and background information on each folk song in addition to
rehearsal and performance suggestions
How Great Thou Art (String Quartet) 2019-01-06 playing with style is a set of colorful
concert pieces in a variety of styles including tango ragtime and jazz these audience
pleasing pieces are enjoyable to play and will broaden the musical horizons of young
players the pieces use effects such as glissando and tremolo and allow opportunities to
explore chromaticisms swing rhythms and syncopation available for string quartet or string
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orchestra violin duet or viola duet titles are chromatic tango soft shoe hoedown april rag
hopak mellow moment
More Folk Strings for String Quartet Or String Orchestra 2017-07-05 o sacred head now
wounded sheet music for string quartet 1 full score d major 2 solo instruments violin 1
violin 2 viola cello tune hans leo hassler 1601 instrumentation string quartet type of score
full score 4 solo parts difficulty level advanced professional arranged and produced by
viktor dick
Playing with Style for String Quartet or String Orchestra 2003-06 the second half of
the eighteenth century witnessed a flourishing of the string quartet often represented as a
smooth and logical progression from first violin dominated homophony to a more equal
conversation between the four voices yet this progression was neither as smooth nor as
linear as previously thought as mara parker illustrates in her examination of the string
quartet during this period looking at a wide variety of string quartets by composers such as
pleyel distler and filtz in addition to haydn and mozart the book proposes a new way of
describing the relationships between the four instruments in different works broadly
speaking these relationships follow one of four patterns the lecture the polite conversation
the debate and the conversation in focusing on these musical discourses it becomes
apparent that each work is the product of its composer s stylistic choices location intended
performers and intended audience instead of evolving in a strict and universal sequence
the string quartet in the latter half of the eighteenth century was a complex genre with
composers mixing and matching musical discourses as circumstances and their own
creative impulses required
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Night 2013-01-01 paul paradise has selected and edited 26 beautiful strauss waltzes
specifically for string quartet or string orchestra the pieces were chosen to provide each
player with a meaningful part and have been assembled according to level of difficulty and
edited with contemporary fingerings and bowings contents are tales from the vienna woods
op 325 waltz no 1 2 3 4 5 artist s life op 316 waltz no 1 2 3 4 5 wine woman and song op
333 waltz no 1 2 3 4 viennese blood op 354 waltz no 1 2 3 4 coda emperor waltz op 437
waltz no 1 2 3 4
O Sacred Head Now Wounded (String Quartet) 2002-05 paul paradise has selected and
edited 26 beautiful strauss waltzes specifically for string quartet or string orchestra the
pieces were chosen to provide each player with a meaningful part and have been
assembled according to level of difficulty and edited with contemporary fingerings and
bowings contents are tales from the vienna woods op 325 waltz no 1 2 3 4 5 artist s life op
316 waltz no 1 2 3 4 5 wine woman and song op 333 waltz no 1 2 3 4 viennese blood op
354 waltz no 1 2 3 4 coda emperor waltz op 437 waltz no 1 2 3 4
The String Quartet, 1750–1797 2009 more folk strings is a collection of melodies from
around the world in a variety of moods and with rhythmic patterns and harmonies that are
representative of their country of origin because of the flexible scoring used in more folk
strings players at a variety of levels can make music together and less experienced players
can play the solo melody parts which use little or no shifting and are in accessible keys
some pieces in the collection are easier than others the collection is available in a number
of instrumentations for string quartet or string orchestra for violin ensemble viola ensemble
cello ensemble for two three or four violin viola or cello players in any combination of these
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instruments and for solo violin solo viola and solo cello the piano accompaniment may be
used with any of the combinations in more folk strings for string quartet or string orchestra
the melody is passed around so that all members of the ensemble can have the opportunity
to play the tune score and parts are marked with melody and harmony to help players bring
out the melody at the appropriate moment teachers notes provide lyrics and background
information on each folk song in addition to rehearsal and performance suggestions
The Best of Johann Strauss, Jr. Waltzes 2021-12-31 more festive strings is a collection
of well known christmas and chanukah melodies arranged to meet the needs of individuals
groups and orchestras in order to provide flexibility the collection is available in a number
of instrumentations all of which are compatible with each other accessible keys have been
used and shifting is kept to a minimum titles are o chanukah angels we have heard on high
we three kings silent night in d major we wish you a merry christmas o come all ye faithful
dreydl silent night in g major good king wenceslas what child is this greensleeves
The Best of Johann Strauss, Jr. Waltzes 2000-01-01 folk strings is a collection of folk
melodies from around the world arranged for strings unlike classical music which normally
has an authentic version folk music often exists in many versions with differences in the
melody or lyrics sometimes several countries lay claim to a melody because a group of
people moved to a new country and took their music with them most folk songs were sung
and played for many years before they were written down and their original composer is
usually unknown this collection includes melodies in a variety of moods and with rhythmic
patterns which are representative of their country of origin the arrangements in folk strings
can be effective with players at a variety of levels in order to provide maximum flexibility
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the collection is available in a number of instrumentations
More Folk Strings for String Quartet Or String Orchestra 2006 if you want to play
famous songs from the repertoire of the greatest representative of nuevo tango read on
often finding effective arrangements for string quartets can be really difficult and
complicated especially if you look for songs that can excite the audience and that are easy
to listen to this arrangement will give you the opportunity to enrich your repertoire without
neglecting professionalism full score separate parts audio preview possibility at the
following address giordanomuolo com en online shop string quartet en 1 even if you tried to
look for other professional tracks to enrich your repertoire without success this
arrangement will make the difference in your concert and will thrill the audience buy this
book right now
More Festive Strings for String Quartet or String Orchestra 2019-01-07 in the
course of a 50 year period haydn composed some 80 string quartets whose range and
variety of structural invention rank second only to those of beethoven this fine new
anthology consists of the six pieces known collectively as op 17 string quartet in e major op
17 no 1 string quartet in f major op 17 no 2 string quartet in e flat major op 17 no 3 and
three other pieces
String Quartet No.2 Op.13 - A Score for Strings (1827) 2018-12-19 festive strings is a
collection of well known christmas and chanukah melodies arranged to meet the needs of
individuals groups and orchestras in order to provide flexibility the collection is available in
a number of instrumentations all of which are compatible with each other accessible keys
have been used and shifting is kept to a minimum titles are jingle bells in d major joy to the
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world chanukah away in a manger jolly old saint nicholas god rest ye merry gentlemen s
vivon jingle bells in a major lo how a rose o christmas tree
Folk Strings for String Quartet Or String Orchestra 1988-01-01 kingsfold string quartet sheet
music for string quartet kingsfold 1 my god i love thee 2 o sing a song of bethlehem 3 how
gracious are thy mercies lord description 1 kingsfold full score e minor 2 solo instruments
violin 1 violin 2 viola cello tune traditional english melody instrumentation string quartet
type of score full score 4 solo parts difficulty level advanced professional arranged and
produced by viktor dick
Works for string quartet 1959 gloria in excelsis deo string quartet christmas sheet music for
string quartet 1 gloria in excelsis deo full score g major 2 solo instruments violin 1 violin 2
viola cello composer j s bach instrumentation string quartet type of score full score 4 solo
parts difficulty level advanced professional arranged and produced by viktor dick
Oblivion for String Quartet 1992-03 contents are adagio from quartet no 10 allegretto
from quartet no 7 allegretto from quartet no 13 allegro from quartet no 2 allegro from
quartet no 6 allegro from quartet no 8 andante from quartet no 1 andante from quartet no
4 andante from quartet no 6 andante from quartet no 13 menuetto from quartet no 1
menuetto from quartet no 3 menuetto from quartet no 4 menuetto from quartet no 9 presto
from quartet no 7 scherzo from quartet no 15
String quartets, op. 17 1962 paul paradise has selected and edited 26 beautiful strauss
waltzes specifically for string quartet or string orchestra the pieces were chosen to provide
each player with a meaningful part and have been assembled according to level of difficulty
and edited with contemporary fingerings and bowings contents are tales from the vienna
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woods op 325 waltz no 1 2 3 4 5 artist s life op 316 waltz no 1 2 3 4 5 wine woman and
song op 333 waltz no 1 2 3 4 viennese blood op 354 waltz no 1 2 3 4 coda emperor waltz op
437 waltz no 1 2 3 4
Arranging Rock for String Quartet 1986-07 contents are adagio k 170 allegretto k 156
allegro k 80 allegro k 155 allegro k 157 divertimento k 138 entr acte k 138 fugue k 168
melody k 155 menuetto k 421 menuetto k 465 menuetto and trio k 298 presto k 156 presto
k 157 presto k 160 rondo k 80 rondo k 159
Festive Strings for String Quartet or String Orchestra 1988 contents are adagio from
quartet no 10 allegretto from quartet no 7 allegretto from quartet no 13 allegro from
quartet no 2 allegro from quartet no 6 allegro from quartet no 8 andante from quartet no 1
andante from quartet no 4 andante from quartet no 6 andante from quartet no 13
menuetto from quartet no 1 menuetto from quartet no 3 menuetto from quartet no 4
menuetto from quartet no 9 presto from quartet no 7 scherzo from quartet no 15
KINGSFOLD (String Quartet) 1986-07 contents are adagio k 170 allegretto k 156 allegro k
80 allegro k 155 allegro k 157 divertimento k 138 entr acte k 138 fugue k 168 melody k 155
menuetto k 421 menuetto k 465 menuetto and trio k 298 presto k 156 presto k 157 presto
k 160 rondo k 80 rondo k 159
Gloria in excelsis Deo (String Quartet) 2019-01-07 o god our help in ages past string quartet
sheet music for string quartet 1 solo instruments violin 1 violin 2 viola cello 2 full score des
major tune st anne william croft 1708 instrumentation string quartet type of score 4 solo
parts full score difficulty level advanced professional arranged and produced by viktor dick
The Best of Schubert 1985-03 contents are allegretto op 2 no 5 allegro op 3 no 6 the bird
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op 33 no 3 cantabile op 64 no 5 canon op 76 no 2 a graceful dance op 3 no 4 the horseman
op 74 no 3 in the style of a minuet op 64 no 5 menuetto op 1 no 1 menuetto op 2 no 4
menuetto op 2 no 5 menuetto op 17 no 2 menuetto op 17 no 3 menuetto op 17 no 5
perpetuo mobile op 64 no 5 presto op 1 no 2 presto op 2 no 5 scherzo op 3 no 5
Pieces for pleasure 1992-03 paul paradise has selected and edited 26 beautiful strauss
waltzes specifically for string quartet or string orchestra the pieces were chosen to provide
each player with a meaningful part and have been assembled according to level of difficulty
and edited with contemporary fingerings and bowings contents are tales from the vienna
woods op 325 waltz no 1 2 3 4 5 artist s life op 316 waltz no 1 2 3 4 5 wine woman and
song op 333 waltz no 1 2 3 4 viennese blood op 354 waltz no 1 2 3 4 coda emperor waltz op
437 waltz no 1 2 3 4
The Best of Johann Strauss, Jr. Waltzes (for String Quartet Or String Orchestra)
1992-03 paul paradise has selected and edited 26 beautiful strauss waltzes specifically for
string quartet or string orchestra the pieces were chosen to provide each player with a
meaningful part and have been assembled according to level of difficulty and edited with
contemporary fingerings and bowings contents are tales from the vienna woods op 325
waltz no 1 2 3 4 5 artist s life op 316 waltz no 1 2 3 4 5 wine woman and song op 333 waltz
no 1 2 3 4 viennese blood op 354 waltz no 1 2 3 4 coda emperor waltz op 437 waltz no 1 2
3 4
Three pieces for string quartet 2019-01-06 are you washed in the blood string quartet
sheet music for string quartet 1 solo instruments violin 1 violin 2 viola cello 2 full score as
major tune elisha a hoffman 1878 instrumentation string quartet type of score 4 solo parts
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full score difficulty level advanced professional arranged and produced by viktor dick
The Best of Mozart (for String Quartet Or String Orchestra)
The Best of Schubert: Score
The Best of Mozart: Viola
O God Our Help in Ages Past
The Best of Haydn (for String Quartet Or String Orchestra)
The Best of Johann Strauss, Jr. Waltzes (for String Quartet Or String Orchestra)
The Best of Johann Strauss, Jr. Waltzes (for String Quartet Or String Orchestra)
Are You Washed in the Blood
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